Lead Worship Musician (Worship Leader) - Job Description
Worship Ethos: As Anglicans, we embrace both ancient and contemporary forms of
worship music. The Church has a treasure trove of incredible music that is centuries deep
and globally wide, all of which is available to us! We also seek to worship “in spirit and in
truth,” which means we believe that music can be simultaneously Spirit-filled and
theologically rich.
Who are we looking for?
● A Team-Builder: Someone who is able to recruit and lead musicians of varying skill
levels and ages.
● A Shepherd with a Love for Christian Community: Someone who can pastor our
musicians and who wants to journey with their brothers and sisters in Christ.
● Mature in Christ, Open to the Holy Spirit: Someone with a teachable heart and a
commitment to growth. And someone who is sensitive to the Holy Spirit and leads from
a vibrant place of life.
● Do you have to be Anglican? Not necessarily! As long as you’re committed to
intentionally learning about sacramental worship and the Anglican ethos, we can work
with that.
Main Duties Include
● Plan and Lead Music for all KOK Services including Sunday mornings, but also
Holy Week, Christmas Eve and other special occasions such as weddings, funerals, etc.
● Create slide presentations for all services (EasyWorship 7.0)
● Pastor our Worship Musicians: hold weekly rehearsals, recruit new members and
encourage and equip existing ones.
● Develop a new canon of songs for KOK with a sensitivity to the themes of the
church calendar. This is an evolving, ongoing and important task for our congregation’s
spiritual formation.
● Oversee audio/visual team as our needs and congregation grows.
Hours & Compensation: 12-16 hours/week. $800-$1,200/month, DOE
Terms: 1 year minimum commitment and subject to annual reviews by the Rector.
Interested applicants should send a philosophy of worship, a resume and 2-3 A/V files to Burt Shuford bshuford@abshuford.com.
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